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Luxury overlooking
a lush canopy
Inspired by the world’s largest urban forest, Tree Tops Houghton
will offer a premium Johannesburg living experience
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ohannesburg’s treefilled skyline is set
to change forever
with an exciting
new addition. A
masterpiece of design,
architecture and lifestyle,
Tree Tops Houghton will
further enhance this
suburb’s reputation as
one of Gauteng’s most
prestigious locations.
Tree Tops will feature
exquisite apartments
that range from 55m2
one-bedroom residences
to the flagship 236m2
three-bedroom penthouse.
Each apartment will
have imported tiles,
Hansgrohe fittings and
Siemens appliances.
With prices ranging from
R1.65m to R9m, developer
Tricolt says every detail
of the design has been
fastidiously laboured over
to ensure that each Tree
Tops residence provides an
unmatched premium urban
living experience.

ELEVATION
Sitting on an elevation that
overlooks the lush canopy
of Johannesburg, Tree Tops
provides a haven from
urban life, while being
a mere 10-minute walk
from Rosebank’s collection
of trendy restaurants,

boutique stores and
entertainment offerings.
Bridging the excitement
of Rosebank with the
peaceful tranquillity of
Houghton, Tree Tops
ultimately offers a premium
living experience in the
heart of Johannesburg’s
most vibrant district.

AMENITIES
Combining striking spaces
with first-class amenities,
Tree Tops will deliver
unrivalled living in one of
Gauteng’s most exclusive
addresses. In addition
to top-quality amenities
already available in the
Rosebank precinct, Tree
Tops residents will also have
exclusive access to a range
of premier comforts right on
their doorstep.
The clubhouse at
Tree Tops will feature a
host of elements. These
include a gym, skydeck
entertainment area, lap pool
and fire-lapa area.
Tree Tops is being
developed by Tricolt, a South
African-based property
development company that
operates both locally and
internationally. Leading
local architectural firm dhk
Architects has brought the
vision of Tree Tops to life.
Take the first step.

GET IN TOUCH
Sales centre and showroom: 88 Oxford Road, Houghton
Tel: 079 304 2218
treetopshoughton.co.za

